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CONTACT US 
NOW!

ADAM NAPTHALI 
0405 693 212
adam@futureinteriorlinings.com

  

 

 

  

  
 
 

 

 
 Respectful of your space – whether we are 

working in your home or on your building site 
we will treat the space as if it was our own.  
Floors will be covered, shoe boots are worn, 
dust catches used to keep mess to a minimum.

We clean up our mess – we will always leave a 
space as we have found it.  Swept up, rubbish 
in the bin, floors cleaned.  

We are mindful of the language we use – we 
are conscious of onsite moral and working 
in spaces that are not just construction sites 
but are people’s homes or places of business.  
Therefore we are considerate of our behaviour 
that will affect those around us.

Delivering your project to you on time and 
on budget is the backbone of our happy 
customers.
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WE ARE CUSTOMER FOCUSED

COMPANY PROFILE
As a fully licenced plastering company with qualified 
tradesmen, we will work with you to deliver your 
project on time and in budget while maintaining high 
level finishes.
Our range of services will deliver a practical solution 
for your plastering needs.  Led by strong management 
we work closely with your company’s team to gain a 
full understanding of the project, ensuring that our 
component of the job runs efficiently. 
The way we approach our work is what sets 
us apart in the industry. We are problem 
solvers and innovators. No matter what 
kind of issue arises – contractual, 
procedural or technical, we 
work together with our 
clients to achieve a 
positive resolution 
together. 

We can boast a Zero Defect 
track record, and NO onsite 
injuries to date

How we deliver is  
our difference

CAPABILITY 
STATEMENT
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OUR SERVICES

ADVICE & DIRECTION

RESIDENTIAL 
RENOVATIONS

Future Interior Linings can become your project partner 
in helping to plan out your projects needs.  Are you 
unsure of the latest in styles and finishes?  Perhaps you 
are weighing up different options and need some help 
to make the final decision?  We can assist!

Our director has over 10 years of experience and sound 
industry knowledge that can help you turn your ideas 
into reality with an exceptional outcome. 

We have worked with many home owners in Brisbane 
making a difference to their properties, helping them to: 

renovate their existing home to update it with a 

modern finish and increase the value of their home, 

repairing old or damaged ceilings and adding in new 

cornice and ornamental features, 

adding on rooms as a family grows, converting 

garages into living spaces or a home office space

create indoor/outdoor living spaces.

Safety First 

We are committed to providing a safe work 
environment for its employees and other contractors 
on any given worksite.  We have implemented a 
WHS system for our main team to follow to ensure 
safe work practises are upheld at all times, and 
that our record of no onsite injuries is maintained. 

Due to our strong commitment to health and 
safety we have introduced many and varied 
workplace policies including a comprehensive 
Drug and alcohol Program which offers assistance 
and support to any employee to meet the zero 
blood alcohol requirement whilst being at work.  
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OUR SERVICES

HIGH END 
ARCHITECTURAL HOMES

This is an area we are very passionate about.  
Partnering with you to build or expand your business 
is at the core of our focus.  We specialise in:

Suspended Ceilings – we have vast experience 
with the many different options of suspended 
ceiling products.  We can help you to choose 
the correct ceiling for your particular situation 
and/or work with the ceiling you have chosen.

Partitions – converting your existing space, 
complete with doors, windows and skirtings 
to suit your growing businesses needs

Office / Retail Fitout – we have a sound 
understanding of how each trade must work 
together in this area for the fitout to be completed 
successfully.  We will communicate and liaise 
with other trades to ensure that nothing gets 
missed, and that your business will open on time.  

Design with a difference and out of the box 
plastering is a challenge we readily accept.  
Blending our plastering finishes with the latest in 
modern industrial trends in the market right now.

COMMERCIAL FITOUT

Our philosophy is based on doing the task at hand 
right the first time.

We assure the quality of our work through our team 
of skilled tradesmen.  With a keen eye for detail and 
thoroughly reviewing and checking the ongoing 
works, our director personally over sees each stage 
of the job.  

We care about the final finish of your project from 
the start.  We understand that each step of the job is 
going to affect the final outcome and so, is as critical 
as the final step itself.  

We only use the top brands and materials in the 
industry and are keeping up with latest trends and 
styles. 

Quality


